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Abstract 
In this paper, a detailed model for the transient simulation of solar cavity receivers for concentrating solar 
power plants is presented. The proposed model aims to consider all the major phenomena influencing the 
performance of a cavity receiver, including radiation, convection and conduction heat transfer mechanisms. 
For the radiation heat exchange within the cavity,  the radiosity method is implemented, where the view 
factor calculation for all the active and passive surfaces is performed by a ray tracing algorithm programmed 
in a free software environment for statistical computing, namely R. A one-dimensional modeling approach 
is used for the tubes constituting the receiver active panels, through which the heat transfer fluid (HTF) is 
pumped. The governing partial differential equations are solved numerically by applying the finite volume 
method. Convective heat losses are modeled through different correlations for natural and forced 
convection heat losses from the specific literature. Once the thermal behavior has been characterized, the 
geometry of the model is later fixed to check the consistency of the model and to study its dynamic 
characteristics. A specific 51.6 MWth, PS10 like receiver is used in this paper, although the implemented 
model has the flexibility to allow a variable number of panels and geometric configurations. At last, an 
adaptive neural controller, designed and trained offline, controls the outlet temperature of the molten salts 
to the desired operating value. Results for transient simulations are shown in the paper, demonstrating the 
plausibility of the estimations obtained with the developed model. The proposed model has been 
implemented in the Modelica Language and based on the Modelica Standard Library (MSL) modeling 
approach.  
Keywords: Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) tower cavity receiver, transient performance simulation, 
adaptive PI neural controller, Modelica. 






𝐴 Area  m2 
a Entering the control volume  
amb ambient  
b Going out of the control volume  
𝐶 Heat capacity J/K 
𝐷 Diameter m 
DNI Direct normal irradiance W/m2 
einsu Width of the insulation surfaces m 
epipe Pipe thickness m 
𝐸𝑏 Black body emissive power W/m
2 
𝑓 Friction factor  
𝐹𝑓 Friction force acting on the fluid N 
𝐹𝑔 Gravitational force acting on the fluid N 
𝐹𝑖−𝑗 View factor from surface i to surface j  
𝐹𝑝 Pressure force acting on the fluid N 
𝐺 Irradiance W/m2 
𝐺𝑟 Grashof number  
ℎ Heat transfer coefficient  W/m2K 
ℎ Specific enthalpy J/Kg 
Hc  Receiver height m 
𝐼 Concentrated solar radiation by surface area W/m2 
i Dicretized element number i  
𝐼𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑒 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙  Diffuse horizontal irradiance W/m
2 
𝐼𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙  the global horizontal irradiance  W/m
2 
𝐽 Radiosity W/m2 
𝑘 Thermal conductivity W/m.K 
𝐿 Tube length m 
𝐿𝑐 Characteristic length m 
𝑚 Mass Kg 
?̇? Mass Flow rate Kg/s 
npan Number of active panels m 
ntubes Number of tubes inside each panel m 
𝑁𝑢 Nusselt number  
𝑃𝑟 Prandtl number  
?̇? Heat flow rate W 
𝑅 Thermal resistance W/K 
𝑟 Pipe radius m 
Rc Cavity inner radius m 
𝑅𝑒 Reynolds number  
s surface  
𝑇 Temperature K 
𝑈  Internal energy J 
𝑢 Specific internal energy J/Kg 
𝑉 Volume m3 
𝑣 Wind velocity m/s 
𝑣𝑏 Buoyant velocity m/s 
𝑣𝑐 Velocity of the air inside the cavity m/s 
wsl  Width of the side lips  m 
wul Width of the upper lip  m 
?̇? Work flow rate W 
w wall  
𝛼𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 Absorptivity of the surface  
δ Operating point, Eq. (36)  
𝜀 Emissivity  
𝜂 Effciency  
𝜃 Angle covered rad 
𝜃𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡ℎ Sun zenith angle rad 
𝜌 Density Kg/ m3 






Solar thermal power technology uses the direct normal irradiance (DNI) incident on the earth’s surface, 
concentrating and collecting it in a specific system, to heat a working fluid.  The working fluid is then 
expanded in a turbine in order to generate electricity. The solar thermal energy can also be stored in the 
form of sensible or latent heat for its later usage. Also thermochemical heat storage is possible. Among the 
CSP technologies, central receiver or power tower plants represent a promising technology. One of the 
reasons for this is the fact that they provide high area concentration ratios, which means that these plants 
can be efficiently run at high temperatures maximizing the conversion efficiency of the power cycle. Since 
the first commercial solar thermal power tower plant, PS10 in Sanlucar La Mayor, Spain, was connected to 
the grid in 2007, the interest in this technology has largely increased. Currently, solar tower technologies 
account for 457 MW operating worldwide, 210 MW under construction and about 6000 MW planned [1]. 
In CSP technologies, as in any other technology, any design needs to be tested through simulation in order 
to be validated prior to its real construction. This is the reason why there is a latent need to develop accurate 
models for solar thermal power tower plants and, particularly, there is a great interest in developing 
simulation models for cavity receivers, which have been suggested to reach larger efficiencies than external 
receivers [2]. For modeling these receivers, one of the most critical part is the accurate modeling of the heat 
losses, which will finally determine its efficiency, even though other critical aspects should be taken into 
account i.e. material stress, optical, fatigue... 
However, modeling the heat losses of a cavity receiver can be a challenge considering the complexity of 
the heat transfer mechanisms involved and the infinite number of possible geometric configurations.  
Basically, thermal heat losses can be divided into conduction losses, radiation losses and convection losses. 
Conduction losses are related to the heat flow rate flowing through the insulation layers to the ambient, 
finally lost by convection and radiation. Radiation heat losses, account for both the solar radiation and 
thermal radiation leaving the cavity receiver through the aperture. Finally, convection heat losses are 
defined as the heat flow rate flowing out of the cavity aperture due to natural or forced convective transfer.  
Two main trends can be found in the state-of-the-art commercial solar power tower plants regarding the 
heat transfer fluid applied: molten salts and water/steam. The current solution to store large quantities of 
thermal energy is a two-tank system using molten salts. That is, if the heat transfer fluid is water/steam a 
heat exchanger is required between the storage and the receiver. For this reason, a commercial solution in 
CSP tower technology is using molten salts as the heat transfer fluid. In this plant configuration the fluid is 
pumped to the receiver at the top of the tower where it is heated and then used to store the thermal energy 
in a two-tank system. In the case of using Solar Salt (60% NaNO3 and 40% KNO3 by weight), the working 
temperature of the molten salts cannot exceed 600 ºC, because of the salts’ chemical decomposition and 
the rapidly increasing corrosion rates of piping materials at higher temperatures. This non-eutectic nitrate 
salt mixture has its solidus temperature at 223 ºC and its liquidus temperature at 238 ºC, detailed information 
on molten salts’ properties can be found in  [3] and [4]. The typical outlet temperature of this fluid is around 
565ºC. 
The raising interest in CSP tower technologies and more precisely, in cavity receivers, has highly 
reactivated the interest in modeling and simulating these systems, an interest that was born in the early 80’s. 
This work is focused on the transient performance simulation of cavity receivers used in CSP tower plants. 
It proposes an object-oriented, Modelica-based, distributed parameter model, suitable for system 
performance simulations that allow the testing, evaluating and improving of operating and control strategies 
to meet the operation requirements by adjusting the mass flow rate. By making some simplifications, a fast 
and still accurate model is developed, able to perform long simulations over a whole day, week or year.  
To build the model presented in this paper, a wide literature survey was needed to understand the different 
approaches to the problem. Basically, already proposed solar cavity receiver models can be subdivided into 




Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analyses, and (ii) numerical as well as analytical models of lower 
spatial resolution. 
CFD models analyze the influence of the geometry in the heat loss process with a very accurate and realistic 
approach. The cavity’s inner volume is intensively divided into nodes, where the flow patterns created by 
wind effects and buoyant forces are studied. CFD analysis of cavity receivers can be found in different 
works, such as in [5], but the computational cost of these studies is so high that it is not the correct approach 
for the modeling purposes of the present paper. 
Due to the relatively high computational effort, models of much lower spatial resolution are applied for 
transient response simulations that are required for the evaluation of receiver operation and control 
strategies. Thermal heat losses determine the performance of a solar receiver, determining the heat flow 
rate lost to the ambient and thus the heat flow rate absorbed by the heat transfer fluid should be the main 
goal of the transient simulation. Although modeling conduction heat losses and radiation heat losses is quite 
straightforward by making some simplifications, convective heat losses present a greater difficulty. The 
heat transfer coefficients needed to calculate the heat flow rate lost by convection are most often based on 
empirical correlations. These correlations need to be adjusted by performing experiments under certain 
conditions and are usually only valid for specific geometries. 
For the modeling purposes of the present work, the first step has been conducting an extensive survey of 
the specific literature related to modeling convective heat losses. Convective heat losses are most often 
calculated by adding the results provided by forced convection correlations and natural convection 
correlations. While there is a tendency to use the forced convection correlation derived by Siebers and 
Kraabel [6] there is not a general agreement in what correlation should be used to model natural convection 
heat losses. Thus, the main publications concerning natural convection heat losses have been studied. 
Clausing [7] provided a correlation for the Nusselt number that was able to provide the appropriate value 
for each surface by taking into account the surface orientation, the surface temperature and the ambient 
temperature. Siebers and Kraabel [6], determined a global heat transfer coefficient for the cavity receiver 
as a function of the Grashoff number, the cavity average temperature and the ambient temperature, this 
coefficient is weighted by the areas of the cavity to calculate the total heat transfer coefficient. Four years 
after his previous analysis of a cavity receiver, Clausing, Waldvogel et al. [8] calculated a global heat 
transfer coefficient for the cavity receiver in terms of three parameters, the first one representing the natural 
convection correlation from the internal cavity surfaces to the surroundings for constant properties, the 
second one is the quantity which accounts for variable property influences because of the difference of wall 
and ambient temperature and the last parameter accounting for the effects that occur when the temperature 
of the air inside the cavity is significantly different than the ambient temperature. In the study of Leibfried 
and Ortjohann [9] the flow configuration in a hemispherical cavity receiver is studied, determining a global 
Nusselt correlation accounting for the ambient temperature, the cavity average temperature and the 
orientation of the cavity.  In the last years Paintoosurikarn and Lovegroove [10] developed a Nusselt 
correlation depending on the Grashoff and the Prandtl number for solar dish cavity receivers, the 
characteristic length is calculated as a function of  the cavity geometry. Even though it was developed for 
solar dish cavity receivers, it was also tested in large cavities, providing accurate results. For further 
information concerning the correlations presented above see [11] and [2][2]. 
A transient model of a cavity receiver is not able to dispatch usable thermal energy unless a control strategy 
is programmed. Camacho et al. [12][13] presented a review of the different basic and advanced control 
strategies for distributed solar collectors. Even though the dynamics of tower receivers are different than in 
distributed collectors, the same control strategies can be implemented. The controller developed in the 
present paper is inspired by Pickhardt [41] and Henriques et al. [42] who developed, respectively, an 
adaptive control of a solar power plant using a multi model and a scheduling of PID controllers by means 




The intention of this work is to build upon already proposed standard modeling methodologies and to 
discuss a flexible and intuitive approach for the transient modeling of solar cavity receivers. This model is 
then used in order to study the transient behavior of a tower cavity receiver and design a control strategy 
that is able to fix the temperature at the outlet of the pipes by controlling the mass flow rate. A proportional 
integral controller (PI), is adapted for five operation points where the receiver is linearized. Two neural 
networks adapt the parameters of the controller for values between the operation points. The performance 
of the controlled system is studied through a simulation over 6 days, proving robustness to perturbations. 
2. Receiver Geometry 
In this work a cavity receiver model is implemented, allowing a large flexibility in its geometry. Despite 
this flexibility, a predefined configuration is chosen among the infinite number of geometric possibilities. 
Figure 1 represents the predefined geometry of the receiver, constituted by a variable number of panels, 
which contain a large variable number of parallel steel tubes, uniformly arranged inside the cavity. As can 
be seen in Figure 2, the panels where the solar radiation is focused are protected from the ambient conditions 
by a semi-cylindrical concrete insulation layer; this wall covers the back part of the active surfaces. The 
cavity incorporates also the ceiling and the floor as well as three front lips that define the aperture area. In 
this way, the cavity receiver protects the active surfaces from losing great amounts of energy to the ambient.  
As it can be seen in Figure 1 the geometry of the cavity receiver is inspired by the PS10 cavity receiver 
[14]. 
 
Figure 1. PS10-like cavity receiver. 




• Rc: cavity radius, which defines the inner radius of the cavity, fixed at the center of the aperture 
• Hc: receiver height, which is the internal height of the cavity and thus the height of the active 
surfaces 
• einsu: width of the insulation surfaces, this parameter is the same for all the passive surfaces already 
mentioned 
• wsl and wul: width of the side lips and upper lip respectively 
• ntubes: number of tubes inside each panel  
• npanels: number of active panels 
• epipe: pipe wall thickness 
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the receiver, representing the parameters already explained. 
 
 
Figure 2. Schematic of the receiver. 
Once the parameters have been defined, the model internally calculates the surface areas.  
3. Methodology and Modeling Approach 
The model presented in this work is a transient model for solar cavity receivers based on the Modelica 
language. Modelica is an object-oriented multi-purpose physical system modeling language and has been 
developed in an international effort in order to unify already existing similar modeling approaches and 
enable developed models and model libraries to be easily exchanged. The concept is based on non-causal 
models featuring true ordinary differential and algebraic equations, i.e. differential-algebraic equation 
(DAE) systems [15]. The possibility of multiple inheritances and the re-declaration feature leads to a clear 
model structure, avoids multiple definitions of frequently used code and offers a large flexibility in the 
models. The code syntax and application guidelines are defined in the regularly updated Modelica language 
specification [16]. Instead of developing a specific solving algorithm for each modeling task, the Modelica 
tool reads the developed Modelica code, performs symbolic manipulations of equations and translates the 
Modelica model into numerical simulation code, using state-of-the-art solving algorithms developed for 
general application. The use of Modelica clearly decouples the modeler from the equation system solving. 
Developed models and model libraries are exchangeable, i.e. can be read and simulated using different 
Modelica environments. Today, commercial, as well as open-source Modelica environments are available 
[17][18]. 
In order to achieve a clear and flexible model structure that is not limited to the single cavity receiver 
configuration, the final cavity receiver model will be composed of several generic sub-models. The 




receivers by computing the individual heat losses of every surface and is intended to perform long term 
simulations of different cavity receivers. By the reusability and replaceability of the Modelica language, 
the implemented model admits different geometries, materials and heat transfer fluids, although this 
flexibility implies, obviously, a limitation on the accuracy. Each of the sub-models will be explained in the 
following.  
3.1. Modeling the Panels of the Receiver  
As commented in Section 2, the panels are formed by a large number of thin tubes through which the heat 
transfer fluid flows. In transient simulation, speed is a key factor; this is the reason why only a representative 
tube is simulated. By studying the dynamic characteristics of 1 equivalent tube per panel instead of 
analyzing each tube, the computational cost is drastically reduced. 
 
Figure 3. HTF flow configuration through the panels. 
Each tube is modeled by smaller Modelica classes, which represent different aspects of its behavior. In such 
a way a complete representation of the tube is formed by connecting the fluid flow model by the internal 
forced convection model to the steel pipe model and furthermore connecting the pipe model to the heat loss 
models. The fluid flow model is complemented with the pressure drop model, and makes use of the HTF 
model that contains the properties of the molten salts. 
3.1.1. 1-D Fluid Flow Configuration through the Panels   
The fluid ducts are modeled according to the MSL’s concept (the MSL is the Modelica Standard Library, 
an open source library). Since this one-dimensional fluid flow modeling approach is a key part of the model, 
it will be explained in the following. However, the full transient implementation will not be used, since a 
simplified version will be more efficient for this study’s intentions. Therefore, all simplifications will be 
explained and justified. 
The MSL offers a rigorous implementation of a one-dimensional fluid flow model according to the finite 
volume method (FVM) [19]. The total flow volume is discretized in 𝑛 finite control volumes along the flow 
direction. In order to avoid a multiple definition of the basic mass and energy balances, the one-dimensional 
flow model extends from the MSL base class “partial distributed volume”. This generic base class defines 
the mass and energy balances in terms of net mass flow, net enthalpy flow, net heat flow ?̇?𝑛𝑒𝑡 and net work 




𝑚𝑖 = 𝑉𝑖 ∙ 𝜌𝑖  
Eq. (1)   
𝑑𝑚𝑖
𝑑𝑡
= ?̇?𝑎,   𝑖 − ?̇?𝑏,   𝑖 Eq. (2)   
𝑈𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖 ∙ 𝑢𝑖 
Eq. (3)   
𝑑𝑈𝑖
𝑑𝑡
= ?̇?𝑎,   𝑖 ∙ ℎ𝑎,   𝑖 − ?̇?𝑏,   𝑖 ∙ ℎ𝑏,   𝑖 + ?̇?𝑛𝑒𝑡,   𝑖 + ?̇?𝑛𝑒𝑡,   𝑖 Eq. (4)   
Where: 
•  ?̇?𝑛𝑒𝑡,   𝑖 is set to zero 
• 𝑚𝑖  is the mass of the fluid inside the control volume i 
• 𝑉𝑖  is the volume of the control volume i 
• 𝜌𝑖  is the density of the fluid inside the control volume i 
• ?̇?𝑎,   𝑖  𝑎𝑛𝑑 ?̇?𝑏,   𝑖 are, respectively, the mass flow rates entering and exiting the control volume i 
• 𝑈𝑖  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑖 are the internal energy and the specific internal energy 
• ℎ𝑎,   𝑖  𝑎𝑛𝑑 ℎ𝑏,   𝑖 are, respectively, the specific enthalpy values of the mass flow entering and exiting 
the control volume. 
Having formulated the general mass and energy balances, the momentum balances have to be defined as 
well, in order to provide the missing relationship between the pressure states and the mass flow rates 
between the neighboring volumes. This is implemented according to the staggered grid approach [20], 
hence the grid of the momentum balances and the grid of the finite control volumes are displaced relative 
to each other (Figure 4), i.e. resulting in an alternating concept of momentum balances (shaded squares) 
and control volumes (black solid lines). The shaded dots in the centers of the control volumes represent the 
thermodynamic state vectors, either pressure and specific enthalpy, or pressure and temperature, depending 
on the selected states. 
 
Figure 4.  Finite volume discretization scheme according to the staggered grid approach [20] 
The implementation of the momentum balance is accomplished in the base class “partial distributed flow”, 
and can be written as follows, considering the discrete flow filament of length “𝑠”. 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
(?̇?𝑏,   𝑖 ∙ 𝑠) = 𝑣𝑖
2 ∙ 𝜌𝑖 ∙ 𝐴𝑖 − 𝑣𝑖+1
2 ∙ 𝜌𝑖+1 ∙ 𝐴𝑖+1 − 𝐹𝑝 − 𝐹𝑓 − 𝐹𝑔 Eq. (5)  
Where 𝐴𝑖 is the transversal area of volume i. The momentum balance has been reduced to its steady-state 
formulation, by furthermore neglecting differences in the velocity, 𝑣𝑖, and the influence of the gravitational 
force. These assumptions lead to the equation 𝐹𝑝 = −𝐹𝑓, which states that the pressure difference between 
two neighboring control volumes is the pressure drop due to friction, ignoring pressure wave propagations 




3.1.2. Pipe Models 
The representative tube modeled for each panel is a thin steel tube. As explained in Section 3.1.1, the pipe 
flow itself is modeled according to the finite volume method formulating the momentum balance in steady 
state. The pipe’s steel wall is modeled as a cylindrical one-dimensional conduction model, having one or 
several temperature nodes in radial direction. The wall’s capacitance is assumed to be lumped together at 
the single temperature nodes. Heat conduction in flow direction is neglected. However, the cylindrical 
conduction model is divided into discrete sections in flow direction (longitudinal direction), so that each 
control volume of the pipe flow can be coupled to the corresponding wall segment. This gives one 
characteristic inner wall surface temperature for each finite pipe flow control volume. 
 
Figure 5. Pipe model [21][22] 
In Figure 5 a schematic of the pipe (and flow) with a single conduction node model is presented. The red 
squares are heat connectors, interfaces used to connect models by equating the temperatures and heat flows 
of the connected surfaces. The governing equations for each of the pipe nodes represented in Figure 5 are: 
𝑅1 =  
ln(𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟⁄ )
2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝐿𝑖 ∙ 𝑘𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
 Eq. (6)   
𝑅2 =  
ln(𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟⁄ )
2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝐿𝑖 ∙ 𝑘𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
 Eq. (7)   
?̇?1 =  
𝑇𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑖 − 𝑇𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑖  
𝑅1
 
Eq. (8)   
?̇?2 = 
𝑇𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑖 − 𝑇𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑖
𝑅2
 




= ?̇?1 − ?̇?2 Eq. (10)   
Where 𝑇𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑖 , 𝑇𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑖 , 𝑇𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑖 , 𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟, 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 and 𝐿𝑖 are the parameters and variables 
represented in Figure 5 and 𝐶𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑖 is the heat capacity of the pipe volume i. The temperatures are expressed 
in Kelvin (K), the thermal resistances in (W/K), the heat flow rate ?̇? in (W), all the geometric parameters 
in (m) and the thermal capacity in (J/K). This model includes the possibility of modeling internal heat 
generation by adding a simple source term in Eq. (10); this feature is used to simulate the heat tracing 
mechanism used in the receiver in order to avoid freezing of the salts. 
3.1.3. Forced Convection between the Molten Salts and the Steel Pipe 
The convective heat transfer is defined via a replaceable wall heat transfer model, which defines the 
relationship between the tube’s inner wall temperatures, 𝑇𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑖 , the fluid bulk temperatures, 𝑇𝑖 and the 
net heat flows ?̇?𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑖. The heat transfer coefficient (W/m
2K),  ℎ𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑖  ,  is calculated from the Nusselt 
number correlations evaluated for each control volume, once it has been calculated it is substituted in 




?̇?𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑖 = ℎ𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑖 ∙ 𝐴𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑖 ∙ (𝑇𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑖 − 𝑇𝑖) 
 Eq. (11)   
Where 𝐴𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑖   (m
2) is the area of the inner surface of the pipe within the control volume i.  
The heat transfer model can be easily changed, so forced internal convection can be modeled for different 
flow regimes. 
To correctly estimate the heat transfer for turbulent pipe flow, which occurs during typical operation, the 
following Nusselt number correlation, 𝑁𝑢𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑  , for smooth pipes, as proposed by Gnielinski [23] is used. 
3.1.4. Pressure Drop Model 
The fluid is considered incompressible so the pressure drop though the pipe is caused by the wall friction. 
The pressure drop is calculated according to the well-known correlations published by Moody [24]. Since 
the MSL (Modelica Standard Library) does already feature a thorough implementation of pressure drop 
functions that are valid for the whole flow regime (“detailed wall friction package”), these are used 
throughout this work. 
3.1.5. HTF Fluid Properties 
Specific media property functions are decoupled from the library components by defining a replaceable 
“Medium package” in each of them. Basically, all fluid property function names and interfaces are defined 
within the base class “partial medium”. To allow a full replaceability, each specific medium model extends 
from this base class the “partial medium” and defines the specific medium related relationships by re-
declaring each necessary medium property function.  
The heat transfer fluid solar salt, as it is not yet modeled in the Modelica Standard Library, was implemented 
in a previous work [22], based on the properties published by Zavoico [25] and Ferri, Cammi et Al. [26].  
3.2. Radiation Enclosure Model 
3.2.1. Enclosure Model 
The purpose of building a cavity receiver is avoiding heat losses by creating an enclosure that protects the 
active surfaces from losing useful energy to the ambient. Radiation heat losses are defined as the heat flow 
rate, thus solar radiation reflected and thermal radiation emitted by the surfaces, flowing out through the 
aperture of the cavity.  
The enclosure is formed by 5 passive surfaces (ceiling, floor, upper lip and two side lips) the aperture and 
the variable number of active panels. Each control surface is considered to be at a uniform temperature, the 
assumptions of gray surfaces and diffuse radiator is supposed for every surface forming the enclosure, 
except for the aperture, considered to be a black body radiator at  a temperature equal to the sky temperature, 
calculated as a function of the dew point temperature as it was done by Fromberg  [27] and Buck [28]. 
As it was already explained each tube is divided in a series of lumped elements while the radiation enclosure 
does not divide the surfaces in such elements. The reason why this is done is that if every surface is divided 
in n nodes, the number of view factors required to solve the problem will be (number of surfaces x number 
of nodes)2. Calculating radiation view factor is computationally expensive so it is preferable to calculate as 
few as possible. In such way the temperature of each surface of the enclosure is considered to be at the 
mean temperature of the lumped surface.  
The solar radiation focused on the receiver and entering the cavity aperture, is assumed to be equally 
distributed on every active surface. This heat flow rate is either reflected or absorbed, as every surface is 
considered to be opaque. it has been assumed that this simplification contributes to achieve the goal 




reduce the speed of the simulations, largely increasing the complexity of the model and reducing 
the reusability of the modeling proposed approach. Although the calculation of the solar radiation 
reaching the receiver is not within the scope of the present paper, it is worth mentioning that in the 
simulations shown below, this concentrated solar radiation is calculated via an efficiency matrix depending 
on the position of the sun representing the behavior of a heliostat solar field. 
The radiosity method is the one implemented to model the radiation heat exchange between all the surfaces, 
assuming gray and diffuse properties for all the surfaces within the enclosure. The radiosity, J (W/m2), from 
a typical surface i is defined by Eq. (12) 
𝐽𝑖 = 𝜌𝑖𝐺𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖𝐸𝑏,𝑖 
𝐽𝑖 = 𝜌𝑖𝐺𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖𝐸𝑏,𝑖 Eq. (12)    
Where: 
•  𝐺𝑖 is the irradiation, the radiative heat flux incident on surface i, (W/m
2) 
• 𝜌𝑖 is the reflectivity of the surface, 
•  𝜀𝑖  is the emissivity of surface i  
•  𝐸𝑏,𝑖 is the black body radiation of surface i (W/m
2). 
𝐺𝑖 = 𝐼𝑖 + ∑𝐽𝑗𝐹𝑖−𝑗
𝑁
𝑗=1
 Eq. (13)  
Where: 
•  𝐼𝑖 is the concentrated solar radiation by surface area (W/m
2), calculated as the as a product of the 
direct normal irradiance, the heliostat field area and the efficiency of the field at that time of the 
day, the resulting heat flow rate is evenly distributed on every active surface. 
•  𝐹𝑖−𝑗  is the view factor from surface i to surface j. 
 The heat transfer with the enclosure of surface i can be expressed by Eq. (14), the heat flow rate is 
considered to be positive when it goes out of the surface. 
𝑄𝑖̇ = 𝐴𝑖 (𝐽𝑖 − ∑𝐽𝑗𝐹𝑖−𝑗
𝑁
𝑗=1
) Eq. (14)   
As it can be noted, the model takes as inputs the solar irradiance and the view factors. The view factors are 
geometric parameters accounting for the part of radiation leaving a surface, i, and striking another surface 
j. The enclosure model can simulate any geometry, as long as the view factors are calculated previously. 
These parameters are the only ones that take into account the cavity’s geometry.  In such way the model 
flexibility is assured.  
Calculating the view factor values is computationally a tough task. To allow the simulation of different 
cavity geometries, a ray-tracing algorithm has been implemented in R [29] and is explained hereafter. The 
results of these calculations are the inputs to the radiation enclosure model. 
3.2.2. Ray Tracing Routine for the View Factor Calculation 
The ray tracing algorithm developed for calculating the view factors is based on the Monte Carlo method. 
The Monte Carlo method is a probabilistic method used to approximate the value of an unknown entity by 
repeatedly running simulations of random samples. If 𝑓(𝑥) is a random function, its integral can be 
multiplied and divided by an arbitrary probability density function, 𝑝(𝑥), without modifying its value, Eq 




𝐼 = ∫𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = ∫
𝑓(𝑥)𝑝(𝑥)
𝑝(𝑥)
𝑑𝑥 = 𝐸 [
𝑓(𝑥)
𝑝(𝑥)
] Eq. (15)  
The expectation value, on the other hand, can be estimated from M samples, generated with probability 
density function p: 











 Eq. (16)  














Eq. (17)  
By tracing a large number of rays randomly positioned over a whole surface and over the whole hemispheric 
directions with a uniform probability density function distribution the previous integral can be estimated.  
The ray tracing method developed is based on  the work of  Glassner [31]. First of all, the ray is generated 
at surface i, being defined by an origin or eye point, 𝐸 = (𝑥𝐸 , 𝑦𝐸, 𝑧𝐸), and a direction vector, ?⃗? =
(𝑥𝐷 , 𝑦𝐷, 𝑧𝐷), created as in the work developed by Fang et Al. [5]. Thus the equation for the ray is a function 
of the origin point, the direction vector and t, a positive parameter determining the magnitude in the 
direction ?⃗? :  
𝑃(𝑡) = 𝐸 + 𝑡?⃗? , 𝑡 ≥ 0 Eq. (18)  
The origin, E, is generated by creating two random numbers; each of them will be a different coordinate 
and the third coordinate is calculated to satisfy the surface equation. The direction vector is created with 
two random numbers, θ and φ, representing the polar angle and the azimuth angle of the polar coordinates. 
𝐷 = (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃, 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃, 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑) 
 
Figure 6. Definition of 𝜃 and 𝜑. 
The ray created is tracked to determine whether it strikes with surface j. To do so, the intersection with the 
plane containing surface j is studied, if the ray intersects that plane it has to be tested whether the ray lays 
inside the polygon or not.  
A point P lies on a plane if it satisfies Eq. (21), where ?⃗?  is the normal vector to the surface and Q is a point 
of the plane. 




To find the intersection point the ray equation is substituted in Eq. (20). 
𝑡 =
?⃗? ∙ (𝑄 − 𝐸)
?⃗? ∙ ?⃗? 
   
 
Eq. (20)  
• If t<0 then the plane is behind the eye point and there is no intersection. 
• If 𝑡 ≥ 0  then the intersection point is 𝐸 + 𝑡?⃗? .  
• If ?⃗? . ?⃗? = 0 then the ray is parallel to the plane, and there is no intersection point. 
A polygon can be defined by an ordered set of vertices (𝑉1 , 𝑉2, 𝑉3, … ). The normal of the polygon's plane 
can be found by the simple cross product: 
?⃗? = (𝑉3 − 𝑉2) × (𝑉1 − 𝑉2) 
 
Eq. (21)  
The point on the plane's surface is 𝑄 = 𝑉1 . 
In ray tracing and other applications the original polygon is defined in three dimensions. To simplify 
computation it is worthwhile to project the polygon and test the point into two dimensions. One way to do 
this is to simply ignore one component. The best component to ignore is usually that which, when ignored, 
gives the largest polygon area. This is easily done by taking the absolute value of each component of the 
polygon plane's normal and finding the largest, as done by Glassner [31]. The corresponding coordinates 
in the polygon are then ignored.  
The “point.in.polygon” function implemented in the “sp package”[32] for R is used to check if the 
intersection point lies inside the polygon that defines the surface. Any time that the intersection ray/plane 
is inside the polygon, the number of rays emitted by surface i and striking surface j is increased by one. In 
such way the view factor is calculated. 
𝐹𝑖→𝑗 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑖 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑗
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑖
 
Eq. (22)  
In the present study, a number of 2.000.000 rays for each view factor calculation resulted big enough to 
avoid significant variation in numerical view factor calculation. However, a modeler should always check 
the convergence of the ray tracer results prior to accepting a solution.  
3.2.3. Ray Tracing Routine Validation 
To validate the ray tracing routine implemented to calculate the view factor values, the results obtained 
with such method are compared to the ones obtained with the analytical expressions found in the literature. 
The case of two perpendicular rectangles with a common edge is tested, the analytical correlation provided 
by Hottel [33], Eq. (23), is used for the comparison. 
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Eq. (23)   
Where H=h/l   and W=w/l. 
The value obtained with Eq. (25) is 0.2000438 for h=l=w=2. 
Performing the view factor calculation with the ray-tracing routine the value calculated is 0.200464, so the 
error in the calculation is 0.0004202, negligible. 
3.3. Natural and Forced Convection Model to Ambient  
Convection heat losses play a major role in the performance of a cavity receiver. In the last 20 years several 
correlations for the Nusselt number have been developed by different authors; these expressions have been 
later used to model both convective heat losses mechanisms: natural convection heat losses and forced 
convection heat losses. 
The heat transfer coefficient, ℎ and thus, the convective heat loss calculation, is generally based on the 
Nusselt number, 𝑁𝑢. 
?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖 = ℎ𝑖𝐴𝑠,𝑖(𝑇𝑠,𝑖 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏) 





Eq. (25)  
?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖 is the total heat flow rate lost from surface i to the bulk air and leaving the cavity. The Nusselt 
number, 𝑁𝑢𝑖 , is calculated for every surface within the cavity receiver, as indicated later in this section, 
and thus the heat transfer coefficient, ℎ𝑖, is obtained. The ratio of the Grashof number to the square of the 
Reynolds number is a useful indicator of the driving forces of the flow and therefore what kind of 
convection mechanism has to be considered in transfer model, this ratio is called Richardson number. By 
using the criteria introduced by Kreith [35] the transition between forced convection and natural convection 
is modeled according to the following: when the Richardson  is greater than 10 only natural convection is 
considered while if it is lower than 0.7 only forced convection is considered. The proposed modeling 
approach is based in this criterion to take into account the transition between natural convection and forced 
convection. The proposed model aims to be reusable for the simulation of different geometries and 
configurations of cavity receivers despite the complexity of the flow patterns inside the cavity, thus the 
error introduced by using the Richardson criteria regardless of the forced flow direction is considered 
tolerable. A homotopy factor makes the transition smooth between the two regimes, “simulating” the mixed 
convection. 
The expression used by Siebers and Kraabel [6] to predict forced convection heat losses, widely used in the 
literature, is based more on speculation than it is on engineering judgment, as stated by the authors 
themselves. For this reason, in the present work, a new approach to model forced convection has been 
considered. This approach consists in approximating the wind speed inside the cavity by an estimator based 
on a previous work of Clausing [36], in which the author estimated the velocity of the air going out through 
the aperture of the cavity receiver by Eq. (26). 
𝑣𝑐 = 0.5√(𝐶1𝑣𝑏)
2  +  (𝐶2𝑣)
2 Eq. (26)   




𝑣𝑏 = √𝑔𝐿𝑐𝛽(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏) Eq. (27)  
Where 𝑣𝑐 is the velocity of the air inside the cavity, 𝑣𝑏 is the buoyant velocity and  𝑣 is the wind velocity. 
The buoyant velocity is the velocity induced in the bulk air when only natural convection is present, 𝑔 is 
the acceleration due to gravity, 𝐿𝑐  is the height of the aperture, 𝑇𝑠  is the cavity average temperature and 𝛽 
the volume coefficient of expansion evaluated at the mean temperature between the ambient temperature 
and the cavity average temperature. If the constants are taken as 𝐶1 = 1 and 𝐶2 = 1/2 as done by Clausing 
[7] the results obtained for the velocity of the air within the cavity agrees quite well with the results obtained 
by Fang [5] where the velocity of the air inside a cavity receiver is studied for different wind speeds and 
angles of incidence through CFD simulations. It also agrees with the data published by McMordie [37], 
which states that wind speeds  below 15 mph (about 7 m/s) were indistinguishable in a cavity receiver 
independently of the angle of incidence, meaning that free convection is the dominant mechanism. 
Preliminary tests have shown how the influence of increasing the value of 𝐶2 does not influence 
significantly natural convection heat losses but it does influence significantly wind velocities greater than 
8 m/s. In such way reconsidering the value used for the estimator of the velocity inside the cavity seems to 
be necessary in order to better predict the transition from natural convection to mixed convection. 






0.8Pr 1/3 for  0.6 ≤ 𝑃𝑟 ≤ 60  𝑎𝑛𝑑 5.105 ≤ 𝑅𝑒𝐿 ≤ 10
7 Eq. (28)   
For the natural convection, the correlation proposed by Clausing [7] is implemented. After a deep review 
of the related literature, which can be found in [11], this one is chosen because it allows predicting the 
natural convection heat losses for every surface inside the cavity receiver. The author studied the buoyant 
velocity induced in the cavity by the buoyancy forces created by the high surface temperatures. He divided 
the cavity in two zones, the convective zone, where the natural convection heat exchanges occur, and the 
stagnant zone, with a low influence in convective heat losses. The natural convection heat loss model is 
connected to the lumped pipe model already described, in particular it is connected to the outer conduction 
heat connector. The same is done for the passive surfaces. For each control volume, the heat transfer 
coefficient is calculated according to the local fluid properties using a detailed air model (adaptation of the 
media “DryAirNasa” in the MSL), and the local flow velocity. Then, for each control surface the final heat 
transfer coefficient is obtained. 
A detailed explanation of the natural convection correlations is out of scope and it is referred to the original 
manuscripts [7]. The approach presented here and the values of the constants for the estimator should be 
tested in the future in large scale experiments or through CFD analysis. 
3.4. Conduction through the Insulation Model 
Conduction through the insulation layer is implemented as explained in Section 3.3. The thermal 

















• k is the thermal conductivity  (W/m2.K) 
• ∆𝑥 is the insulation thickness (m) 
• 𝑟2  and 𝑟1  are the outer and inner radius (m) 
• 𝜃 is the angle covered by the semicylinder (rad) and 
• 𝐿 is the semicylinder length (m). 
Thermal conduction resistance for a planar body, Eq. (29), and thermal conduction resistance for a semi-
cylindrical body, Eq. (30). 
3.5. Outer Surfaces Heat Loss Model 
The heat flow rate conducted through the insulation layer is lost to the ambient by radiation and mixed 
convection. Again, in the convection model, for each node the heat transfer coefficient is calculated 
according to the local air properties, and the local flow velocity, equal to the wind velocity. The 
corresponding Nusselt correlations are the ones for flat plates [38] as the cylinder surface can be 
approximated to a flat plate as it satisfies Eq. (31) [38]. The sky is modeled as a black body radiator at the 







Eq. (31)   
Where: 
• D is the cylinder diameter and L is the cylinder length (m) 
• Gr is the Grashof number. 
The condition imposed by Eq. (31) would be satisfied for all the reasonable values of L and D as the Grashof 
number divided by the third power of the characteristic length is always over 109 for all the cases tested. 
The global solar irradiation incident on the ceiling of the cavity is considered via the following equation: 
?̇?𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = (𝐷𝑁𝐼. cos 𝜃𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡ℎ + 𝐼𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑒 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 )𝛼𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 Eq. (32)   
Where: 
• DNI is the direct normal irradiance (W/m2) 
• 𝜃𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡ℎ  is the sun zenith angle (rad) 
• 𝐼𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑒 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the diffuse horizontal irradiation (W/m
2) 
• 𝛼𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒is the absorptivity of the surface 
• 𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 is the outer area of the ceiling (m
2) 
The global solar irradiation incident on the outer wall is considered according to Liu and Jordan [39], 
assuming a uniform distribution of the diffuse radiation over the sky dome, and furthermore assuming an 
average ground reflectance, 𝜌𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑  , of 0.2:  




+ 𝐼𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙𝜌𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙) 𝛼𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒  
Eq. (33)   
Where 𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 is the wall area (m





The spillage is modeled as a percentage of the total radiation focused in the receiver, distributed to the 
upper lip and both side lips. 
3.6. Schematic of the Model 
Figure 8 illustrates the schematic of the model implemented to clarify what has been described trough 
Section 3. The simplified net of thermal resistances is shown for one of the active panels, the radiative 
resistances are depicted in green while the convective resistance in blue, the left side is the zoom of the 
pipe with the model previously described, and the thermal resistance to conduction through the insulation 
layer is also depicted in orange. 
 
Figure 8. Schematic of the model. 
3.7. Model Translation 
The model programmed in Modelica code is translated into numerical simulation code using a commercial 
Modelica tool, and then solved using the Radau IIa-order 5 stiff solver, Radau IIa is an implicit variable-
step Runge-Kutta method of order 5 [40]. This algorithm applies an implicit method for the numerical 
integration of the governing ordinary differential equations. 
4. Control Strategy: PI Adaptive Neural Controller  
Due to the large variability inherent to the weather conditions and the periodicity of the solar resource, the 




An appropriate control strategy is required to provide a relatively constant temperature at the outlet of the 
receiver at varying ambient conditions. The aim of the control strategy is regulating the outlet temperature 
of the receiver by suitably adjusting the HTF mass flow rate through the receiver. 
4.1. Receiver Dynamics 
The controlled variable, as previously commented is the HTF outlet temperature, by regulating the mass 
flow rate entering the panels of the receiver the temperature at the outlet can be regulated.  
The dynamics of the receiver are nonlinear; this means that there is not a unique transfer function correlating 
the mass flow rate and the outlet temperature of the receiver for the whole operating range.  
In the control strategy presented in this paper, five linearizations of the receiver are studied for the cavity 
receiver for five different mass flow rates, defining five different operating points that will be used to design 
five different linear controllers, as in the work done by Pickhardt [41]. The mass flows considered are 220, 
180, 140, 100 and 60 kg/s. To obtain the transfer function of the model for each of these operating points, 
the step response has to be studied for each of them. The step response of the system is found to be a first 







 Eq. (34)   
Where: 
• K is the gain, calculated as shown in Eq. (35) and 
• 𝜏 is the time constant, is defined as the time required for the output to reach a value of 63.2% of 
its nominal value. 
𝐾 =
𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 
 
 
Eq. (35)   
Once the dynamics are characterized, the control strategy can be defined. 
4.2. Adaptive Control Strategy 
As the dynamic characteristics change with the mass flow rate, the controller is changed too, an adaptive 
PI controller is proposed to control the receiver in the closed loop, see Figure 9. This means that for the 
proposed controller, its parameters; gain and time constant of the integrator are going to change as the mass 
flow rate changes. 
 
Figure 9. Control loop. 
Tref(s) is the desired HTF outlet temperature, Tout(s) is the temperature at the outlet, G(s) is the receiver’s 
transfer function Eq. (34), D(s) is the transfer function of the controller, E(s) is the difference between the 




the two neural networks used as interpolators to adapt the controller parameters and δ is an estimator of the 
operating point Eq. (36).  
As the controller has to be robust, the operating point defining the dynamics of the receiver is decoupled 
from the current measured mass flow rate. For this reason a characteristic value δ, which is correlated to 
the mass flow flowing through the tubes of the panels, is calculated in Eq. (36). This parameter is used to 
calculate the operating point and thus the parameters required by the PI adaptive controller, gain and time 





Eq. (36)     
δ is a function of the direct normal irradiance (DNI), the reference temperature (desired temperature for the 
HTF at the outlet), and the inlet temperature. 
The mass flow can be expressed as a function of the heat flow rate absorbed, 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠̇  the specific heat capacity, 




𝑐𝐻𝑇𝐹  ( 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡)
 Eq. (37)       
While the heat flow rate absorbed can be written as: 
𝑄
𝑎𝑏𝑠





Eq. (38)         
Where: 
• 𝜂𝑠𝑓 is the solar field efficiency  
• 𝜂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 is the thermal efficiency of the receiver 
• 𝐴ℎ𝑓 is the area of th e heliostat field 
By substituting Eq. (38) in Eq. (37) and considering that in the steady state 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 = 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓  the relation 
between ?̇? and δ is obtained. 
?̇? ≈
𝜂𝑠𝑓𝜂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝐴ℎ𝑓𝐷𝑁𝐼





Eq. (39)        
Solar thermal systems are generally slow due to the slow dynamic and their high thermal inertia. If the 
Fourier transform is applied to a first order system with a slow dynamic behavior, the pole (zero of the 
denominator of the transfer function) of the transfer function for the different operating points is close to 
zero. To boost the performance of this kind of systems a good technique to design the PI controller is 
cancelling the slow pole of the plant with the PI controller. If the plant transfer function is correctly 
identified, the slow pole would be cancelled for each operating point through the adjusted integrator time 
constant of the controller. The last parameter, the gain would be chosen to meet another specification, in 
this case a steady state error to ramp excitation smaller than 0.02. 
The main goal when controlling a system is to do it in the most accurate way for the whole operating 
spectrum.  To achieve this purpose two neural networks are used as interpolators. By taking the operating 
point δ as an input they provide the appropriate value for the gain and the time integral constant for the 





4.3. Neural Networks used as Interpolators 
The reason why two neural networks are used is that they can learn any nonlinear function by adjusting the 
weights of each neuron. Each neural network learns a different function; one is used for the gain function 
and the other for the time integrator constant function of the PI controller.  By showing examples to the 
network of both inputs and desired outputs, the network adjusts its parameters to reproduce the desired 
result. This is achieved by using a training algorithm like the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Even though 
in this case the two neural networks are trained off-line, presenting values of δ as inputs and their 
corresponding gain and time constant of the integrator as the desired outputs, there are several algorithms 
that allow training neural networks on-line using different control strategies, this means that they learn 
while the system is working. This allows the neural network to adjust its parameters to meet the changing 
dynamics of systems over time. 
The two neural networks are defined as networks formed by one hidden layer, with 3 neurons in this layer, 
and a linear output neuron. The examples presented are the desired output gain and time integral constant 
for the five different operating conditions. 
4.4. Control Loop and Implementation in Modelica 
If the controlled systems designed for the five operating points are stable in the closed loop, the properly 
interpolated controllers might be stable as well. As it is shown in Figure 9 a unitary feedback simplification 
is assumed, D(s) is the PI controller and NN are the two neural networks. 
The model implemented in Modelica takes as inputs the reference temperature or set point, the measured 
outlet temperature, the inlet temperature and the pump operation limits. The controller implemented in 
Modelica is based on the MSL controller model “PI controller with limited output, anti-windup 
compensation and set point weighting” [42]. The controller gain and the integral time constant are defined 
as variables, so they are estimated by a nonlinear function. 
The model implemented for the controller includes a parameter that allows disconnecting the controller 
when the receiver is not operated to prevent the integral of the error from becoming too large and causing 
computational problems. 
The control strategy also includes a heat tracing mechanism, which heats the remaining molten salts in the 
tubes of the receiver when the controller is disconnected due to the low direct normal irradiance. In such 
way the solidification of the molten salts is avoided. This mechanism is implemented through a proportional 
controller (W/K), multiplying the difference between the lowest limit fixed for the salts, 265ºC, and the 
lowest temperature measured at the tubes in the panels.  
5. Simulations 
In this section, the flexible transient model programmed in Modelica is studied for a specific geometry. For 
this geometry, the adaptive control strategy is implemented and the results are tested over a period of 6 
days. Different days of the simulation performed are analyzed in detail to check the plausibility of the 
results and the goodness of the controller designed. 
5.1. Studied Geometry  
One of the main features of the present model is its large flexibility, allowing the simulation of different 
geometries. To test the plausibility of the results provided by the model, the geometry of the receiver is 
fixed. The geometry, Table 1, is similar to the geometry of PS10 solar power plant in Sanlucar la Mayor, 




Geometric parameters  
𝑹𝒄 7 m 
𝑯𝒄 12 m 
𝒆𝒊𝒏𝒔𝒖 0.4 m 
𝒘𝒔𝒍 1.25 m 




Number of nodes 1 
Number of conduction nodes 1 
Table 1 PS-10 like cavity receiver geometric parameters. 
The view factors, 100 values, are calculated with the ray tracing routine explained above and used as input 
for the receiver model.  
5.2. PI Adaptive Controller 
The control strategy defined in section 4 is implemented for the PS10-like cavity receiver.  The design 
operating conditions are showed in Table 2.  
Simulation Parameters 
DNI 800 W/ m2 
Inlet Temperature 280 ºC 
Outlet temperature 565 ºC 
Ambient temperature 20 ºC 
Wind speed 6 m/s 
Wind direction 0 rad 
Relative Humidity 15 % 
Atmospheric Pressure 101325 Pa 
Solar Field Area 91500 m2 
Focused Radiation 5,16.107 W 
Date and hour 21st of June, 11 a.m. 
Table 2 Design operating conditions. 
At these conditions, the five linearization are studied by calculating the corresponding value of the operating 
point, δ, the linearized transfer function of the receiver, G(s), and the parameters of the controllers D(s) are 







































    
Table 3 Controller designed and linearized plant model for the different operating 
points. 
The pole of the receiver transfer function is close to 0, as expected, the non-controlled system response is 
thus too slow. As it can be seen in Table 3, the zero of the controller cancels the identified pole of the plant. 
For the simulations carried out, when δ is lower than 1.3 high setpoint temperatures cannot be achieved 
because the mass flow needed to pump to achieve the desired outlet temperature is below the minimum 
system mass flow assumed  to be 20 kg/s, and thus the receiver stops working and the heliostats are 
defocused. 
5.3. Transient Simulations 
The transient simulations presented in this section show the plausibility of the proposed model. For these 
simulations, a detailed weather data base of Nevada containing meteorological data (time, direct normal 
irradiance, global horizontal irradiance, diffuse horizontal 
irradiance, temperature, wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity and atmospheric pressure) each 3 
minutes has been used. Figure 10 shows the Modelica classes used for the simulations, a source and a sink, 






Figure 10. Components of the simulation. 
5.3.1. Analysis of the Receiver Performance 
During a week with DNI rather continuous, i.e. clear days taken from the BSRN database in Nevada, USA, 
the plausibility of the results of the model implemented in Modelica are tested. For this simulation, results 
are taken every 5 seconds, the simulation lasted 10 minutes in a Pentium 4 at 2.8 GHz computer. The model 
satisfies one of the first goals, fast transient simulation. 
Figure 11 shows the DNI, set-point temperature, HTF outlet temperature and the mass flow rate. As it can 
be seen, the outlet temperature perfectly tracks the set-point temperature over the day, during the night the 
heat tracing mechanisms controls the temperature of the molten salts fixing its value to 270 ºC. The outlet 
temperature is not able to track the reference only when the DNI falls during the second day of simulation 
and is drastically dropped to zero for several minutes. The efficiency, defined as the ratio power absorbed 
by the heat transfer fluid to the total solar radiation focused onto the receiver, reaches a maximum value of 
90.8% during the six day simulation, and as it is shown, the mass flow rate does not oscillate to keep the 





Figure 11. DNI (W/m2- blue line), HTF outlet temperature (ºC-red line), set-point temperature (ºC-
pink dotted line), mass flow rate(kg/s-green dashed line). 
To analyze in a more detailed manner the performance of the cavity receiver, the scope is focused on the 
5th day of simulation (25/6/2008).  
 
Figure 12. DNI (blue line), HTF outlet temperature (red line), set-point temperature (pink dotted 




Figure 12 reveals how the efficiency of the receiver increases as the DNI is increased, while the HTF outlet 
temperature is constant during the operation the day. The HTF temperature is fixed by the controller, thus 
the temperature in the surfaces of the active panels is also “fixed”. In this way, largely increasing the 
concentrated radiation only increases the reflective heat losses, while conduction and convection heat losses 
are relatively constant, see Figure 13. In such way, the efficiency of the receiver is increased as the power 
focused on the panels is increased. The variations existing in the convective heat losses in Figure 13 are 
mainly caused to the variations in the wind conditions and the ambient temperature. 
 
Figure 13.  Total heat losses (blue line), radiation heat losses (red dashed line), convective heat 
losses (green dashed-dotted line) and conduction heat losses (gray line). 
A detailed analysis of convective heat losses is shown in Figure 14, where in the first image the total 
convective heat losses are plotted (blue line) with the convective heat losses from the hottest active 
panel(red line), in the second one, the wind speed at the height of the receiver (blue), the buoyant velocity 
(gray) and the velocity of the air inside the cavity (green dashed dotted) are plotted, in the third image, the 
ratio between the Grashof number and the square of the Reynolds number is plotted (green line) the 
boundaries representing pure natural convection (red dashed line) and pure forced convection (blue dashed 
line) according to Kreith [35] are also represented, at last the ambient temperature (blue) the bulk 
temperature (green dashed) and the temperature of the air leaving the cavity (red dashed dotted) are plotted 
The first peak in the total convection heat losses in Figure 14 is caused by the increase in the temperature 
of all the surfaces of the cavity receiver caused by the radiation focused on the panels when the operation 
of the plant starts. As it can be seen, the ratio of the Grashof number to the square of the Reynolds number 
is almost during the whole simulation greater than the upper limit fixed for pure natural convection, even 
though wind velocities in the exterior of the receiver are considerably high. These results suggest that the 
coefficients of the estimator used to model the velocity of the air inside might be underestimating the 




As expected the bulk temperature is higher when the driving heat transfer mechanism is natural convection 
and the movement of the air inside the cavity is low and thus a slight amount of air leaves the cavity. To 
conclude the analysis of the heat losses Figure 15 shows the percentage of the total energy lost by the 
different heat transfer mechanism during the whole day. These percentages may vary from day to day 
depending on the weather conditions. 
 
Figure 14. Convective heat losses analysis. 
 
Figure 15. Energy lost by the different heat transfer mechanism during the whole day. 
At last, the temperatures of the panels and the fluid inside the tubes forming the panels are plotted, Figure 










and the surface temperature is 20ºC for the coldest active panel and the lowest difference is 14 ºC for the 
hottest active panel. From the Figure 16 it can be noted that it takes about 23 minutes for the temperature 
at the outlet to reach its steady state value. 
 
Figure 16. Temperature in the panels’ surfaces, temperatures of the fluid inside each panel and 
cavity average temperature. 
5.3.2. Performance of the PI Adaptive Controller 
In the second set of simulations, the performance of the system controlled by the adaptive PI controller 
developed for the model is analyzed. This analysis is performed for 2 different days, the first one, simulation 
a), with high DNI and high disturbances (22/June/2008) and the second one, simulation b), with slow 
changes in the DNI forcing the receiver to work in different operation points (23/6/2008). 
Figure 17 shows the results of the simulations for the three days. In the first image of each simulation the 
DNI, the set-point, the  HTF outlet temperatures and the mass flow rates are represented, in the second one, 
the temperature response is analyzed and in the third one both mass flow rates are compared. 
Simulation a) (high disturbances in the DNI) reveals how the pump is turned off when passing clouds cover 
the whole heliostat field. The mass flow is forced to be zero, and thus the temperature falls, raising again 
once the clouds are gone. Simulation b) reveals how the receiver is able to track the set-point temperature 








Figure 17. Graphs for the 2 different days of peration representing DNI (blue), set-point 
temperature(pink dashed), HTF outlet temperature (red line) and mass flow rate (green dashed-
dotted line). 
6. Conclusions 
This work presents a transient cavity receiver model, in which all the main heat transfer mechanisms, 
namely radiation, convection and conduction heat flows, are modeled in a detailed but still fast manner. 
Besides, it allows for certain flexibility in terms of the modeled geometry by adjusting the view factors for 
all the surfaces. It also includes an adaptive control able to predict the dynamic response of the receiver for 
different operating points. The model is based on the freely available Modelica standard library MSL. The 
implemented model has been used to simulate a PS10-like cavity receiver using molten salts as working 




changes in ambient conditions, proving that the developed controller achieves good performance for the 
different operating points. 
The model is able to predict the transient performance of a cavity receiver over long periods of time for 
different configurations. The simulation performed proves the plausibility of the model and the convenience 
of implementing an adaptive controller able to be adapted through the operation of the receiver.  
Future work should include the validation of the presented model through detailed simulation using CFD 
and/or through prototype testing. Also, further work is needed to evaluate and better adjust the coefficients 
used for the estimator of wind velocities inside the cavity.  
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